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Overview 

This is an overview of all the stories I have published, for anyone who is interested in a bit of 

background information and/or wants to know how the stories relate to each other. It will be 

expanded with every new story. The stories listed here are grouped into settings and sorted in 

the chronological order within the universe, not the order of publication, which is the order 

on Eka’s Portal, Giantess World, and DeviantArt. I recommend newcomers to read the stories 

in the order of publication, though reading them in the chronological order works too. 

Germany 

English version German version 

Take-out Take-Away 

N/A Live-Feeding 

Beyond the Sea N/A 

The Study Session N/A 

Quality Assurance Qualitätssicherung 

Swim Practice N/A 

A Saturday in Town Ein Samstag in der Stadt 

An Afternoon at the Pool Ein Nachmittag im Freibad 

Drive-through Drive-In 

The Drinking Game Das Trinkspiel 

A Helping Hand N/A 

Girls’ Night Out N/A 

A Balanced Breakfast N/A 

Hide and Seek N/A 

Stomach Bug N/A 

With Friends Like These N/A 

 

United States 

English version German version 

Strange Behaviours N/A 

An American Nightmare Ein Amerikanischer Albtraum 

A Matter of Principle Eine Frage des Prinzips 

Good for Goodness’ Sake N/A 

Checking Out N/A 
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Stories by other authors 

This is an overview of stories set in the Vortex universe written by other authors. Note that I 

will only be listing stories here which I consider to be ‘canon’. This means that these stories 

were written with my permission and were run by me before publication to ensure that they 

conform to certain rules, such as that all pred and prey characters have to be at least 18 years 

old. I do not take responsibility for the content of stories that are not listed here. The stories 

are sorted by author and include links for easy access, since they are not part of my galleries. 

 

Marius-the-Mage 

Story Link 

Conversations with Cuisine DeviantArt  

Hungry Skies – Part 1 DeviantArt  

Hungry Skies – Part 2 DeviantArt  

 

https://www.deviantart.com/marius-the-mage/art/Conversations-with-Cuisine-A-VortexFood-Story-939650510
https://www.deviantart.com/marius-the-mage/art/Hungry-Skies-Pt-1-A-Vortex-Foods-Story-984345145
https://www.deviantart.com/marius-the-mage/art/Hungry-Skies-Pt-2-A-Vortex-Foods-Story-984347839

